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Saint	Mary’s	College	of	California		
2016	Faculty	Research,	Scholarship,	and	Creative	Activity	Report	
	
Highlights	of	faculty	publications,	presentations,	readings,	performances,	exhibitions,	creative	works,	
lectures,	and	other	scholarly	activities	completed	from	January	1,	2016,	through	December	31,	2016.	
	
Aksu,	Berna	(Management	and	Entrepreneurship).	Publication:		
“Impact	of	Venture	Capitalists	on	Founder	Turnover:	Implications	for	Firm	Governance.”	Strategic	
Management	Quarterly	2016.	
Aksu,	Berna	(Management	and	Entrepreneurship).	Presentation:	
N	Munshi,	B	Aksu,	G	Desa,	N	Lam,	X	Yao,	“Unleashing	Creativity	in	Business	Students:	Challenges	
and	Opportunities.”	Academy	of	Management	Professional	Development	Workshop,	Colorado	State	
University,	August	9,	2016.		
Allen,	Roy	(Economics).	Presentation:		
Allen,	R.	&	Moseidjord,	A.,	“Save	One	and	We'll	Give	You	Two:	Impacts	of	Generous	CO2	Credits	
Granted	by	the	EPA	to	Sellers	of	Electric	Vehicles	in	California.”	Western	Social	Science	Association,	
58th	Annual	Conference,	Reno,	Nevada,	April	13-16,	2016.	
Anantharaman,	Manisha	(Justice,	Community,	and	Leadership).	Publication:		
“Elite	and	ethical:	The	defensive	distinctions	of	middle-class	bicycling	in	Bangalore,	India.”	Journal	of	
Consumer	Culture,	2016.	
Anantharaman,	Manisha	(Justice,	Community,	and	Leadership).	Presentations:		
1)		“Class,	poverty	and	urban	sustainability	in	Bangalore,	India.”		University	of	Utah	Global	Change	&	
Sustainability	Center	Seminar	Series.	Salt	Lake	City,	UT.	11/29/16.	
http://environment.utah.edu/seminar-series/	
2)		“Critical	Sustainable	Consumption:	New	Research	Directions.”	Closing	Plenary	of	the	2nd	
International	conference	of	the	Sustainable	Consumption	Research	and	Action	Initiative	(SCORAI).	
University	of	Maine	Orono.	June	15-18,	2016.	http://scorai.org/scorai-2016/	
3)		“The	‘sustainability’	of	class	relations	in	Bangalore,	India.”	Association	for	Environmental	Studies	
and	Sciences.	Washington	D.C.	6/8/16-6/11/16	
4)		Panel	co-organizer:	“Outside	the	wage:	spaces,	politics,	possibilities.”	Association	of	American	
Geographers	Annual	Meeting.	San	Francisco,	CA.	3/29/16-4/2/16	
5)		“‘Lifestyle	Leapfrogging’	in	emerging	economies:	Enabling	systemic	shifts	to	sustainable	
consumption.”	International	Studies	Association	Annual	Meeting.	Atlanta.	3/16/16-3/19/16	
6)		“Individuals	confronting	environmental	problems.”	International	Studies	Association	Annual	
Meeting.	3/16/16-3/19/16	
Anguiano,	Rebecca	(Counseling).	Presentations:	
1)		“The	benefits	of	maintaining	traditional	cultural	values	for	Latino	youth	who	language	broker.”		
American	Psychological	Association	Annual	Convention.	Session:		B.	Palmer	(Chair),	Being	healthy	in	
our	own	skins:	Sometimes	it's	healthier	not	to	assimilate.	American	Psychological	Association	(APA)	
Annual	Convention,	Denver,	CO.	2016	
2)		“Re-thinking	parental	involvement	in	urban	schools:	Popular	education,	community	organizing.”		
APA	Annual	Convention,	Denver,	CO.	2016.	
3)		“Working	alongside	parents	in	east	Oakland:	Community	Organizing,	Popular	Education,	and	
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Social	Justice.”		Panel	on	Lasallian	Research	in	Action.	Lasallian	Research	Symposium,	Saint	Mary’s	
College	of	California,	Moraga,	CA.	
Anguiano,	Rebecca	(Counseling).	Grants	and	Honors:		
1)		Anguiano,	R.	M.,	&	Martinez,	C.	“Tools	for	building	socially	just	family	engagement.”	UC	Berkeley.	
Berkeley,	CA.	October	2016.	
2)		Anguiano,	R.	M.,	&	Martinez,	C.	“Tools	for	building	socially	just	family	engagement	in	inner-city	
schools.”	Tipping	Point	Community.	San	Francisco,	CA.	June	2016	
3)		“From	school-driven	to	community-driven	family	engagement	in	urban	schools.”	Saint	Mary’s	
College	of	California.	Moraga	,	CA.	July	2016.	
4)		Proehl,	R.,	Anguiano,	R.M.,	Braganza,	D.,	Thomas,	S.	“DeMarillac	Academy:	Educating	Children	of	
Promise.”	2016-2017	Saint	Mary’s	College	Faculty	Research	Grant.		
5)		Early	Career	Scholar	Award,	Sustainable	Consumption	Research	and	Action	Initiative	(SCORAI).	
Journal	of	Leadership	Education,	2016.	
Aponte-Moreno,	Marco	(Management	and	Entrepreneurship).	Publications:		
1)		“Beyond	Brexit,	The	World’s	Still	Turning:	Global	Stories	You	Might	Have	Missed.”	6/29/16	
2)		Aponte-Moreno.,	M.	&	Lattig,	L.	“Venezuela	amps	up	media	repression	by	sentencing	newspaper	
editor	to	prison.”		5/31/16	
3)		“2015:	the	year	in	elections.”	January	2016.	
Aponte-Moreno,	Marco	(Management	and	Entrepreneurship).	Presentations:	
1)		“Leadership	Lessons	from	El	Sistema,	Venezuela’s	System	of	Youth	Orchestras.”		18th	Annual	
International	Leadership	Association	Global	Conference.	Atlanta,	GA	.	11/3/16	
2)		Aponte-Moreno	M.,	Harvey	M.,	LaMagdeleine	D.,	Ciulla	J.B	&	Bezio,	K.	“Why	Leadership	Must	
Include	the	Imagination.”		18th	Annual	International	Leadership	Association	Global	Conference.	
Atlanta,	GA.	11/5/16	
Atalay,	Zeynep	(Sociology).	Publication:		
“Vernacularization	of	Liberal	Civil	Society	by	Transnational	Islamic	NGO	Networks.”		Global	Networks	
Journal,	2016.	DOI:	10.1111/glob.12122	
Atalay,	Zeynep	(Sociology).	Presentations:	
1)		“Women’s	and	Gender	Studies:	A	Symposium	on	Gender.”		Workshops	and	Symposia.	Saint	
Mary’s	College	of	California.	Moraga,	CA.	2016	
2)		“Teaching	Social	Inequality	in	the	Millennial	Sociology	Classroom.”		Workshops	and	Symposia.	
Pacific	Sociological	Association	Meetings.	2016	
3)		“Microprocesses	Of	Norm	Localization	By	Transnational	Agents:	Muslim	Faith-Based	NGOs	and	
Liberal	Civil	Society.”		Selected	Presentations.	American	Sociological	Association	Meetings,	2016.	
Bachani,	Jyoti	(Management	and	Entrepreneurship).	Presentations:	
1)		Bachani,	J.,	Gupta,	R.	&	Roy,	A.	“4E	Model	of	Knowledge	Creation.”	Western	Academy	of	
Management.	Portland,	OR.	March	2016	
2)		“Emergent	Pedagogical	Tools	for	the	Digital	Era.”		Western	Academy	of	Management.	Portland,	
OR.	March	2016	
3)		“Mindfulness	in	Management	Through	Improv:	An	experiential	workout	for	your	imagination.”		
Western	Academy	of	Management.	Portland,	OR.	March	2016.	
4)		Bachani,	J.	&	Bhullar,	N.	Shivganga.	“Organizing	Tribals	in	Jhabua,	India	for	Sustainable	Water	
Harvesting,	with	Neelu	Bhullar.”		Academy	of	Management	Conference.	Anaheim,	CA.	August	2016.	
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5)		Invited	speaker	on	Digital	Era	Pedagogy	for	Doctoral	Consortium	Western	Academy	of	
Management.	Portland,	OR,		March	2016.	
Bachani,	Jyoti	(Management	and	Entrepreneurship).		Honors:		
Outstanding	Field	Report	Paper	Award	at	the	Academy	of	Management.	August	2016.	
Bachofer,	Steve	(Chemistry).	Presentations:	
1)		Bachofer,	S.,	Maguire,	C.,	&	Sheardy,	R.	“Undergraduate	Research	and	Civic	Engagement.”	
SENCER	Regional	Meeting.	Denver,	CO.	June	2016	
2)		“Educating	undergraduates	on	lead	exposure	as	a	civic	issue.”		ACS	National	Meeting.	San	Diego,	
CA.	March	2016.	
3)		“Urban	Environmental	Issues	Rebooted:	A	General	Science	course	yields	a	research	direction.”		
SENCER	Regional	Meeting,	Denton,	TX,	January	2016.		
Barajas,	Mark	S.	(Psychology).	Presentation:		
“Preparing	Culturally	Competent	Teachers:	An	Empirical	Study	of	Multicultural	Education	
Strategies.”	M.Z.	Anderson	(Chair),	School-Based	Interventions	–	Mental	Health	and	Cultural	
Competency	in	Urban	Schools.	Symposium	conducted	at	American	Psychological	Association	
124th	Annual	Meeting,	Denver,	CO.	August	2016.	
Barram,	Michael	(Theology	and	Religious	Studies).	Presentation:		
Formal	response	to	two	papers	(by	Mark	Glanville	and	Helen	Bousier)	in	the	GOCN	Forum	on	
Missional	Hermeneutics	(Session	Theme:	"Migration,	Marginalization,	and	the	Mission	of	God:	
Missional	Hermeneutics	in	the	Context	of	Human	Displacement	and	Relocation”).	Annual	Meetings	
of	the	Society	of	Biblical	Literature.	San	Antonio,	TX.	11/19/16	
Beck,	Kristen	(Mathematics	and	Computer	Science).	Publication:		
“Eventually	linear	partially	complete	resolutions	over	a	local	ring	with	m4=0.”		Journal	of	Algebra	
and	its	Applications	Vol.	15,	No.	0.	4/3/16	
Berleman,	James	(Biology).	Publications:	
1)		Berleman	JE,	Zemla,	M,	Remis,	JP,	Auer,	M.	“Preparation	of	Outer	Membrane	Vesicles	from	
Myxococcus	xanthus.”	Bio-Protocol	6(2):	e1716;	2016	Jan	20.	http://www.bio-protocol.org/e1716	
2)		Berleman	JE,	Keane,	R.	“The	predatory	life	cycle	of	Myxococcus	xanthus.”	Microbiology	2016	Jan;	
162(1):1-11.	Epub	2015	Oct	30.	PMID:	26518442.	https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26518442	
3)		Berleman	JE,	Zemla	M,	Remis	JP,	Liu	H,	Davis	AE,	Worth	AN,	West	Z,	Zhang	A,	Park	H,	Bosneaga	E,	
van	Leer	B,	Tsai	W,	Zusman	DR,	Auer	M.	“Exopolysaccharide	microchannels	direct	bacterial	motility	
and	organize	multicellular	behavior.”	ISME	J.	2016	May	6.	PMID:	27152937	[Epub	ahead	of	print].	
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/27152937	
Bird,	David	W.	(World	Languages	and	Cultures).	Publication:		
“Modernism	on	the	Periphery:	The	Case	of	Gabriel	Alomar	i	Villalonga	(1873-1941)	and	Catalan	
Political	Modernism.”		Mediterranean	Modernisms,	ed.	Goldwyn,	Adam	and	Silverman,	Renee.	
Palgrave-Macmillan,	2016.	
Bird,	David	W.	(World	Languages	and	Cultures).	Presentation:		
“Nation,	History	and	Historiography	in	the	Essays	of	Ángel	Ganivet.”		Kentucky	Foreign	Language	
Conference.	April	2016.	
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Brackebusch,	Velina	(Kinesiology).	Publication:		
Nwadike,	A.	C.,	Baker,	A.	R.,	Brackebusch,	V.	B.,	&	Hawkins,	B.	J.	“Institutional	Racism	in	the	NCAA	
and	the	Racial	Implications	of	the	2.3	Or	Take	a	Knee	Legislation.”		Marq.	Sports	L.	Rev.,	26,	523,	
2016.	
Brackebusch,	Velina	(Kinesiology).	Presentation:		
Brackebusch,	V.	B.	&	Hawkins,	B.	J.	“Sport	for	Social	Change	in	the	City:	Case	Southeastern	United	
States.”		North	American	Society	for	Sport	Management	Conference.	Orlando,	FL.	June	2016.	
Braganza,	Desiree	(Leadership).	Grant:	 
Proehl,	R.,	Anguiano,	R.M.,	Braganza,	D.,	Thomas,	S.	“DeMarillac	Academy:	Educating	Children	of	
Promise.”	2016-2017	Saint	Mary’s	College	Faculty	Research	Grant.	
Bulman,	Robert	(Sociology).	Publication:		
“Foreword.”		Exploring	Teachers	in	Fiction	and	Film.	NY:	Routledge,	2016.	
Burley,	Joel	(Chemistry).	Publications:		
1)		Gertler,	A.,	Zielinska,	B.,	Bytnerowicz,	A.,	Burley,	J.,	Kaplan.,	M.	Dulen,	D.	“Impact	of	regional	
meteorology	on	ozone	levels	in	the	Lake	Tahoe	Basin	Rayne.”	Meteorology	and	Atmospheric	Physics,	
published	online	19	July	2016.		DOI	10.1007/s00703-016-	0471-z	
2)		Burley,	J.D.,	Bytnerowicz,	A.,	Buhler,	M.,	Zielinska,	B.,	Schweizer,	D.,	Cisneros,	R.,	Schilling,	S.,	
Chapman	Varela,	J.,	McDaniel,	M.,	Horn,	M.,	Dulen,	D.	“Air	Quality	at	Devils	Postpile	National	
Monument,	Sierra	Nevada	Mountains,	California,	USA”	Aerosol	and	Air	Quality	Research	16,	pp.	
2315-2332	(2016).	
Chambers,	David	(Biology).	Grant:		
“Tread	That	Water	Line:	Understanding	Potential	Dynamics	Between	Amphibian	Phenotype	
Plasticity	and	Disease	Susceptibility.”		2016-2017	Saint	Mary’s	College	Faculty	Research	Grant.		
Chandrasekaran,	Vidya	(Biology).	Grant:	
Wensley,	R.,	Chandrasekaran,	V.,	Jones,	C.,	Pascua	Dea,	T.,	Sigman,	J.,	Sosa,	G.A.	&	Veomett,	E.		US	
Department	of	Education	Grant:	“Caminos	a	Las	Ciencias	(CALC),”	through	the	HSI	STEM	Program.	
$2.7M;	2016-2021.		https://www.stmarys-ca.edu/smc-receives-27-million-hsi-federal-grant-to-
expand-stem-education-opportunities	
Chase,	Kristine	L.	(Economics).	Presentations:	
1)	The	Fed	and	the	U.S.	Banking	system.		Pillai-India	Student	Group.	February	2016	
2)		Comparing	Economic	Proposals	from	Clinton	and	Trump.		Orinda	Rotary.	October	2016.	
Clark,	Kim	(Management	and	Entrepreneurship).		Publication:	
Clark,	K.,	Hadani,	M.,	Munshi,	N.	“The	more	you	give	the	more	you	get:	the	impact	of	corporate	
political	activity	on	government	contracts	and	their	value.”	Business	and	Society	Review	2016.	
Clark,	Kim	(Management	and	Entrepreneurship).		Presentations:	
1)	Ramachandran,	I	&	Clark,	K.	“Learning	Orientations	and	Subsidiary	Mandates:	An	Institutional	
Distance	Perspective”	2016	Academy	of	International	Business	Meeting.	
2)		Clark,	K.	&	Ramachandran,	I.	“Drivers	of	Early	Internationalizing	Firm	Performance:	A	Systematic	
Review	of	Empirical	Literature.”	2016	Academy	of	Management	Annual	Meeting.	
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Conner,	Andrew	(Mathematics	and	Computer	Science).	Publication:		
Cassidy,	T.,	Conner,	A.,	Kirkman,	E.	Moore,	W.F.	“Periodic	free	resolutions	from	twisted	matrix	
factorizations.”	Journal	of	Algebra	Volume	455	pp.	137-163.	June	2016.	
Corwin,	Anna	(Anthropology).	Presentation:		
“Care	and	the	Paradox	of	Spiritual	Healing.”		American	Anthropological	Association	Meetings.	
Minneapolis,	MN.	November	2016.	
Davalos,	CatherineMarie	(Performing	Arts).		Selected	Performances:		
1)		Davalos,	C.	&	Gaylord,	D.	“Venezia,”	A	dance	film,	Venice,	Italy,	July	2016	
2)		Davalos,	C.	&	Franklin,	D.	“Oh	the	MOON!”	Davalos	Dance	Company	Tour	of	Northern	Italy,	
Panicale,	Italy,	July	2016	
3)		New	excerpts	from	“Son.”	Festival	of	Latin	American	Contemporary	Choreographers,	Dance	
Mission,	San	Francisco,	CA,	December	2016.	
Dopfel,	Costanza	(World	Languages	and	Cultures).	Publication:	
“Bridget’s	Vision	and	Jan	Provost’s	Nativity.”	Art	and	Social	Change:	Essays	on	the	Collection	of	La	
Salle	University	Art	Museum,	edited	by	Klare	Scarbourough	and	Susan	M.	Dixon,	La	Salle	University	
Art	Museum	Publications,	Philadelphia,	PA,	2016.	
Drexler-Dreis,	Joseph	(Theology	and	Religious	Studies).	Publication:		
J.		Drexler-Dreis	&	K.	Justaert,	“‘The	White	Man’s	Burden’:	Naar	een	dekoloniale	(missie)theologie.”	
Dienstbaarheid	in	de	praktijk:	Reflecties	bij	een	hedendaagse	ontwikkelingshulp,	ed.	Wim	Smit,	59-
80,	(Leuven:	Acco,	2016).	
Emhoff,	Chi-An	(Kinesiology)		Grant:		
“Effect	of	peppermint	oil	supplementation	on	ventilation,	metabolic	health,	and	exercise	
performance."		2016-2017	Saint	Mary’s	College	Faculty	Research	Grant.	
Field,	Katherine	(English).	Presentations:	
1)		“Gaps	in	Information	Literacy:	Bridging	the	High	School-College	Divide."		Keynote	presentation,	
Greater	Bay	Area	Librarians	Association.	Moraga,	CA.	January	2016.	
2)		“Information	Literacy:	Crossing	the	Border	Between	High	School-College.”		Keynote	presentation,	
Annual	Western	States	Conference.	San	Diego,	CA.	October	2016.	
Field,	Katherine	(English).	Grant:		
Artist’s	Grant.		Vermont	Studio	Center.	Johnson,	VT.	July	2016.	
Finger-Podolsky,	Catherine	(Accounting)	Honors:		
School	of	Economics	and	Business	Administration	Outstanding	Faculty	Service	Award.	May	2016.	
Freund,	Peter	(Art	and	Art	History).		Exhibitions:	
1)		Festival	of	(In)appropriation:	Simon	Fraser	University,	Harbour	Centre,	Vancouver	(2016).	
https://www.sfu.ca/sca/about/news-entry/festival-of-inappropriation-8	
2)		Festival	of	(In)appropriation:	University	of	California	Santa	Barbara,	Pollock	Theater	(2016).	
http://www.carseywolf.ucsb.edu/pollock/events/festival-inappropriation	
3)		Visible	Evidence	XXIII,	Special	Events:	Festival	of	(In)appropriation,	Documentary	Edition,	
Bozeman,	MT	(2016).	http://www.visibleevidencexxiii.com/special-events-keynote-speakers/	
4)		Moving	Image	Art,	Comfort	Station,	Chicago,	IL	(2016).		http://miascreen.com/	
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5)		Unexposed	Microcinema,	Durham,	NC	(2016).	
6)		Short	Circuit:	Experimental	Documentary	Short	Films,	Brighton,	UK	(2016).	
7)		Locate	Iran,	Ko	Projects,	Dubai	(2016).	
8)		Festival	of	(In)appropriation:		
LA	Filmforum,	Los	Angeles,	USA;	(http://www.lafilmforum.org/archive/winter-2016/the-festival-of-
in-appropriation-8);	Essay	Film	Festival,	ICA,	Birbeck,	University	of	London,	UK	
(http://www.essayfilmfestival.com/session-4-essay-film-festival-2016-presents-festival-of-
inappropriation-8/);	Western	Washington	University/Limelight	Cinema,	Bellingham,	WA;	Metro	
Cinema,	Edmonton,	AB,	Canada;	Hobart	and	William	Smith	Colleges,	Geneva,	NY;	Northwest	Film	
Forum,	Seattle,	WA;	Syracuse	University,	Syracuse,	NY;	Block	Cinema,	Northwestern	University,	
Evanston,	IL;	Spectacle	Theater,	Brooklyn,	NY	(2016).	
Freund,	Peter	(Art	and	Art	History).	Grant:	
2016-17	Faculty	Research	Grant,	IRAN|USA,	art	exhibition	catalog	production.		
Genin,	Larisa	(Marketing).	Presentations:		
1)		Genin,	L.	&	Vital,	S.	“Tracking	the	impact	of	faculty	research:	An	innovative	approach	to	a	
panoramic	dashboard.”		AASCB	Annual	Accreditation	Conference,	Asia	Pacific,	Singapore,	May	2016.	
2)		Genin,	L.	&	Merrill,	G.	“Simplified	Yet	Robust:	An	Innovative	Assessment	System	for	the	New	
Millennium.”	AACSB	International	Assessment	Conference:	Driving	Accountability	and	Innovation,	
Charlotte,	North	Carolina,	USA,	March	6-8,	2016.	
Gentry-Akin,	David	(Theology	and	Religious	Studies).	Publication:		
“A	Celebration	of	the	Life	and	Work	of	Father	Thomas	Berry:	His	Contribution	to	a	Creation	Theology	
for	An	Ecology	Age.”	An	Unexpected	Wilderness:	Seeking	God	on	a	Changing	Planet.	The	Annual	
Volume	of	the	College	Theology	Society,	2016.	
Gomez-Arias,	J.	Tomas	(Marketing).	Publication:	
1)		Subrahmanyan,	S.	&	Gomez-Arias,	J.T.	“Poverty	in	a	marketing	class?”		Rosenbloom,	A.,	Parkes,	
C.	and	Gudic,	M.,	Responsible	Management	Education	and	the	Challenge	of	Poverty,	Sheffield,	
UK:		Greenleaf	Publishing,	2016,	pp.	91-105.	
2)		Kolhede,	E.J.	&	Gomez-Arias,	J.T.	“Segmentation	of	infrequent	performing	arts	consumers.”	Arts	
and	the	Market,	Vol.	6	Iss:	1,	pp.	88-110,	2016.	
Gordon	da	Cruz,	Cynthia	(Justice,	Community,	and	Leadership).	Publication:		
“Breaking	down	classroom	walls	and	building	up	racial	equity.”	E.	Frankenberg,	L.	M.	Garces	&	M.	
Hopkins	(Eds.),		School	integration	matters:	Research-based	strategies	to	advance	equity.	New	York,	
NY:	Teachers	College	Press,	2016.	
Gordon	da	Cruz,	Cynthia	(Justice,	Community,	and	Leadership).	Presentation:		
Critical	democratic	citizenship:	The	effects	of	community-engaged	scholarship	and	inequality	
content	on	student	learning.	Conference	Presentations.	American	Educational	Research	Association	
(AERA).	Washington	D.C.,	April	2016.	
Guarneri,	Carl	(History).	Publication:		
“American	History	as	if	the	World	Mattered	(and	Vice	Versa).”	The	New	World	History:	A	Field	Guide	
for	Teachers	and	Researchers,	eds.,	R.	Dunn,	L.	Mitchell,	and	K.	Ward.	Berkeley:	University	of	
California	Press,	2016.	199-212.	
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Hadani,	Michael	(Management	and	Entrepreneurship).	Publication:			
Clark,	K.,	Hadani,	M.,	Munshi,	N.	“The	more	you	give	the	more	you	get:	the	impact	of	corporate	
political	activity	on	government	contracts	and	their	value.”	Business	and	Society	Review	2016.	
Hamm,	Elizabeth	(Integral).	Publication:		
“Modeling	the	Heavens:	Sphairopoiia	and	Ptolemy’s	Planetary	Hypotheses.”	Perspectives	on	
Science,	vol.	24,	no.	4:	416-424,	2016.	(doi:10.1162/POSC_a_00214)		
Hamm,	Elizabeth	(Integral).	Presentation:	
1)		“Mechanical,	Philosophical,	and	Mathematical	Thinking	in	Ptolemaic	Astronomy.”	Association	of	
Ancient	Historians,	University	of	Puget	Sound,	Tacoma,	Washington,	May	5-7,	2016.		
2)		“Mechanical	Thinking	in	Ptolemaic	Astronomy.”		Three	Societies	Meeting,	University	of	Alberta,	
Edmonton,	Alberta,	June	22-25,	2016.	
Hawley,	James	(Organizations	and	Responsible	Business).		Publication:	
Hebb,	T.,	Hawley,	J.,	Hoepner,	A.G.F.,	Neher,	A.	&	Wood,	D.	The	Routledge	Companion	to	
Responsible	Investment	(Routledge	Press)	edited	by:	Tessa	Hebb,	James	Hawley,	Adreas	G.F.	
Hoepner,	Agnes	L.	Neher	and	David	Wood.	2016.	(re	issue)	Dollars	and	Boarders	(originally	
published	1987),	Routledge	Press.	2016.	
Hawley,	James	(Organizations	and	Responsible	Business).		Presentations:		
1)		“Socially	conscious	investing	and	fiduciary	duty:	the	way	forward.”		Investing	for	Impact	
conference	presenter,	San	Francisco,	March	2016	
2)		“Sustainability	Analytics:	The	Proliferation	of	Disruptive	Sustainability	Technologies.	”Conference	
panel	member:	The	21st	Century	Company,	Skytop	Strategies,	New	York,	May	2016.		
3)		“Barriers	and	opportunities	to	the	integration	of	RI	(responsible	investment)	by	Pension	boards.”		
Conference,	University	of	British	Columbia,	Vancouver,	May	2016.			
4)		“Challenges	to	the	financial	system.	”San	Francisco	Federal	Reserve	Board,	with	The	Investment	
Integration	Project,	panel	leader,	July	2016.			
5)		“Fiduciary	Duty	and	Socially	Conscious	Investing.”	Conference	panel	member,	Carleton	
University,	Ottawa,	Canada,	conference,	November	2016.	
Herkenhoff,	Linda	(Business	Analytics).	Presentation:		
“Correlation	Study	of	MBA	Social	Responsibility	Projects	and	Employee	Understanding	of	CSR.”	
International	Academy	of	Management	and	Business	(IAMB)-	Montréal,	Québec,	Canada,	2016.		
Herrera,	Dana	(Anthropology).	Grant:		
“#OFW:	Technology,	discourse,	and	the	Filipino	Diaspora.”		2016-2017	Saint	Mary’s	College	Faculty	
Research	Grant.		
Heung,	Jennifer	D.	(Anthropology).	Publication:		
“Leisure	Time	and	English:	Transnational	Urban	Consumption,	World	Citizenship,	and	the	
Embodiment	of	Language.”	Transcultural	Flows	of	English	and	Education	in	Asian	Contexts,	ed.	Tyler	
Andrew	Barrett	and	Melissa	Fellin.	Lanham:	Lexington	Press,	2016,	pp.	103-120.	
Heung,	Jennifer	D.	(Anthropology).	Presentation:			
“Anxious	Voices:	Chinese	Meanings	of	Speaking	English	and	Embodying	Social	and	Global	
Inequalities.”		American	Anthropological	Association,	2016	
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Hilken,	Charles,	F.S.C.	(History).	Publications:		
1)		“An	Anonymous	Eleventh-Century	Doctor	of	Charity:	Additions	to	the	Holy	Rule	of	Saint	
Benedict.”	Proceedings	of	the	Fourteenth	International	Congress	of	Medieval	Canon	Law,	Toronto,	5-
11	August	2012.	Monumenta	Iuris	Canonici,	Series	C,	Subsidia,	Volume	15.	Edited	Joseph	Goering,	
Stephan	Dusil,	and	Andreas	Thier.	Vatican	City:	Biblioteca	Apostolica	Vaticana,	2016,	pp.	553-572.	
2)		Löffler,	Anette,	and	Björn	Gebert,	eds.	Legitur	in	necrologio	victorino:	Studien	zum	Nekrolog	der	
Abtei	Saint-Viktor	zu	Paris.	Corpus	Victorinum:	Instrumenta	7.	(Review).	The	Medieval	Review.	
3)		Anna	Giulia	Cavagna,	La	biblioteca	di	Alfonso	II	del	Carretto	tra	Vienna	e	la	Liguria	nel	XVI	secolo.	
(Review).		Renaissance	Quarterly	69,	1	(March	2016),	pp.	216-217.	
Hilken,	Charles,	F.S.C.	(History).	Presentation:	
“Seeing	the	Spiritual	in	Tintoretto:	A	Dialogue	with	Jean-Paul	Sartre.”		22nd	Annual	Conference	of	
the	Association	for	Core	Texts	and	Courses,	Atlanta,	GA,	April	2016.	
Hillman,	Brenda	(English).	Selected	Readings:	
1)		Taiwan	International	Book	Exhibition,	February	2016	
2)		Panels	on	Eco-elegy	and	Drought,	April	2016.	
3)		Dodge	Poetry	Festival,	October	201.6	
4)		Reading	of	Environmental	Poetry	for	University	of	Arizona	Poetry	Center,	October	2016.	
Hillman,	Brenda	(English).	Award:		
Chancellor,	Academy	of	American	Poets,	2016.	
Hughes,	Sheila	Hassell	(English).	Publication:	
Ridenour,	C	&	Hughes,	SH.	“Girl	Talk:	A	Qualitative	Study	of	Girls	Talking	About	The	Meaning	of	Their	
Lives	in	an	Urban	Single	Sex	Elementary	School.”		The	Teacher	Educator	51.2	(2016):	97-114.	
Imamura,	Makiko	(Communication).	Publication:	
Imamura,	M.,	Ruble,	R.	A.,	&	Zhang,	Y.	B.	“The	indirect	effects	of	English	proficiency	on	intergroup	
attitudes	and	stereotypes	through	cultural	identity	and	communication	anxiety:	The	US	host	
nationals'	perceptions	of	Chinese	sojourners.”	Journal	of	Intercultural	Communication	Research	
2016.	doi:	10.1080/17475759.2016.1240704	
Imamura,	Makiko	(Communication).	Presentations:	
1)		Imamura,	M.,	Ruble,	R.	A.,	&	Zhang,	Y.	B.	“Intergroup	contact	theory	and	acculturation:	The	
mediating	roles	of	shared	cultural	identity	and	individual	and	group	levels	of	communication	
anxiety.”	International	Communication	Association	Conference	in	Fukuoka,	Japan.	
2)		Ruble,	R.	A.,	Imamura,	M.,	&	Zhang,	Y.	B.	“Effects	of	contact	quality	and	relational	solidarity	on	
stereotypes	of	Chinese	held	by	U.S.	Americans.”	International	Conference	on	Language	and	Social	
Psychology	in	Bangkok,	Thailand.	
Jabbour,	Rebecca	(Biology).	Publications:	
1)		Baynes	R	&	Jabbour	RS.	“Distal	humerus	morphology	and	ecological	variation	among	Gorilla	
subspecies.”	American	Journal	of	Physical	Anthropology	Supplement	62:182-183.	2016.	
2)		Jabbour,	R.	&	Pearman,	T.	“Geographic	variation	in	gorilla	limb	bones.”	Journal	of	Human	
Evolution	95:68-79.	http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jhevol.2016.03.008	
Jones,	Christopher	(Mathematics	and	Computer	Science).	Grant:	
Wensley,	R.,	Chandrasekaran,	V.,	Jones,	C.,	Pascua	Dea,	T.,	Sigman,	J.,	Sosa,	G.A.	&	Veomett,	E.		US	
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Department	of	Education	Grant:	“Caminos	a	Las	Ciencias	(CALC),”	through	the	HSI	STEM	Program.	
$2.7M;	2016-2021.		https://www.stmarys-ca.edu/smc-receives-27-million-hsi-federal-grant-to-
expand-stem-education-opportunities	
Joyce,	Samantha	(Communication).	Publication:		
Joyce,	S.	N.	&	Martinez,	M.	“BRICS	and	mediated	narratives:	The	proximity	between	Brazilian	news	
and	telenovelas.”		Brazilian	Journalism	Review,	12(1),	pp.	82-101.	
https://bjr.sbpjor.org.br/bjr/article/view/926/763	
Kale,	Jivendra	(Finance).	Publication:		
Kale,	J.	K.	&	Sheth,	A.	“Power-Log	Optimization	and	Positively	Skewed	Option	Returns	Raise	Portfolio	
Performance	and	Reduce	Risk.”	Journal	of	Investing	2016.	
Kolhede,	Eric	J.	(Marketing).	Publication:	
Kolhede,	E.J.	&	Gomez-Arias,	J.T.	“Segmentation	of	infrequent	performing	arts	consumers.”	Arts	and	
the	Market,	Vol.	6	Iss:	1,	pp.	88-110,	2016.	
Kramer,	Tereza	Joy	(Center	for	Writing	Across	the	Curriculum).	Publications:	
1)		“Hospital	Netting,”	“Loneliness,”	“Perimeter,”	“Tulips	Unfolding,”	and	“A	Study	of	My	Daughter's	
Colors	in	Winter.”		Poems.	Remembering	the	Days	That	Breathed	Pink.	2016	
2)		“Where	Does	Light	Go.”		Poems.	The	Shambhala	Times.	2016	
3)		“‘Writing	Circles’:	Combining	Peer	Review,	Commitment,	and	Gentle	Guidance.”		Academic	
Scholarship	WLN:	A	Journal	of	Writing	Center	Scholarship	40.7-8	(March/April	2016).	
Kramer,	Tereza	Joy	(Center	for	Writing	Across	the	Curriculum).	Presentation:		
Kramer,	T.,	Zeccardi,	J.,	Varela,	K.	“Impacting	student	writing	in	a	STEM	course	through	WID	
enhancements	and	facilitated	small-group	workshops.”		Conference	Workshops	&	Papers	on	Writing	
Across	the	Curriculum.	International	Writing	Across	the	Curriculum	Conference.	Ann	Arbor,	MI.	June	
2016.	
La	Rocca,	Isabella	(Art	and	Art	History).	Publications:	
1)		“Feminism	and	Animal	Agriculture,”	WEAD	Magazine,	2016.	
2)		Portfolio	from	the	series	FAST	FOOD	featured	in	L’Oeil	de	la	Photographie	magazine,	2016.		
La	Rocca,	Isabella	(Art	and	Art	History).	Presentation:	
Speaker	at	the	West	Coast	Ecofeminist	Conference	regarding	my	current	photographic	series	
CENSORED	LANDSCAPES,	November	12,	2016.	
	La	Rocca,	Isabella	(Art	and	Art	History).	Exhibitions:			
1)		Rite	of	Passage	–	Creating	a	profound	conversation	between	environmental	art	and	personal	
spirituality.	Invitational	Group	Show.	Gallery	of	the	ICCNC.	Oakland,	CA,	2016.		
2)		Smaller	Footprints.		Group	show.	Museum	of	Art	and	History,	Lancaster,	CA,	2016.		
3)		Civic	Center	Art	Exhibition,	juried	show.		Berkeley,	CA	2016.	
Lam,	Nancy	(Organizations	and	Responsible	Business).	Presentation:	
N	Munshi,	B	Aksu,	G	Desa,	N	Lam,	X	Yao,	“Unleashing	Creativity	in	Business	Students:	Challenges	
and	Opportunities.”	Academy	of	Management	Professional	Development	Workshop,	Aug.	9,	2016.		
(Col.	State	U).	
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Lee,	Clifford	(Teacher	Education).	Publications:	
1)		Lee,	C.	H.	&	Soep,	E.	“None	But	Ourselves	Can	Free	Our	Minds:	Critical	computational	literacy	as	a	
pedagogy	of	resistance.”		Equity	&	Excellence	in	Education,	49(4),	480-492.	2016	
2)		Soep,	E.	&	C.	Lee.		“Coding	for	a	Cause,”	San	Francisco	Chronicle,	8/14/16,	E6	
Lee,	Clifford	(Teacher	Education).	Presentations:		
1)		“Ethnic	Studies	2.0:	Creating	Critical	Digital	Interactive	Tools	by	and	for	Youth	of	Color.”		Ethnic	
Studies	Research	Center	Fall	Conference,	University	of	Colorado,	Fort	Collins,	CO,	2016.			
2)		“From	Snapchat	to	Social	Action:	Developing	critical	computational	literacy	through	app	
development.”	Korean	Association	for	Multicultural	Education	Annual	Meeting,	Seoul,	Korea,	2016.	
3)		“Confronting	Inequities	through	Critical	Computational	Literacy	in	a	Transmedia	Product.”		
Literacy	Research	Association	Annual	Meeting,	Nashville,	TN,	2016.		
4)		“Remastering	Digital	Tools	for	the	Community.”		New	York	Coalition	of	Radical	Educators	annual	
meeting,	New	York,	NY,	2016.			
5)		“Culturally	Relevant	Pedagogy	2.0:	Developing	Critical	Computational	Literacies.”		Stanford	
Hollyhock		Equity	Conference,	Stanford	University,	Palo	Alto,	CA,	2016.		
6)		Lee,	C.,	Meagley,	D.,	&	Ly,	A.	“Nurturing	Student	Voice	in	Digital	Literacies:	Bringing	Youth	Radio	
practices	to	your	classroom.”		Teachers	for	Social	Justice	Conference,	Mission	High	School,	San	
Francisco,	CA,	2016.			
Lee,	Clifford	(Teacher	Education).	Honors:	
Cultivating	New	Voices	among	Scholars	of	Color	Fellow,	2014-2016.	
Lee,	William	(Economics).	Publication:		Berri,	D.	Sports	Economics,	1st	Edition,	Chapters	7	and	8	(Review)	
2016.		
Lenart-Cheng,	Helga	(World	Languages	and	Cultures).	Publications:	
1)		Lenart-Cheng,	Helga	and	Zsuzsa	Vajdovics.		Lénárd	Sándor:	Világok	vándora	(book).	Budapest:	
L'Harmattan,	2016.	
2)		“Paul	Ricoeur	and	the	'Particular'	Case	of	Autobiography.”	a/b:	Auto/Biography	Studies,	31:2	
(2016),	355-372.	
Lenart-Cheng,	Helga	(World	Languages	and	Cultures).	Presentation:	
1)		“Community-Building	and	the	Celebration	of	the	Everyday	in	Recent	Crowd-Sourced	Diaries	and	
Communal	Lifestory	Archives.”	IABA	International	Conference,	Cyprus,	May	2016.	
2)		“Jean-Luc	Nancy	and	the	Concepts	of	Community	and	Sharing”	RMMLA,	Salt	Lake	City,	UT,	Oct	
2016.	
León,	Raina	J.	(Teacher	Education).	Publications:	
Books	
1)		Profeta	Without	Refuge.	Oakland,	CA:		Nomadic	Press	(Chapbook),	2016	
2)		Sombra:	dis(locate).	Ireland:	Salmon	Poetry,	February	2016	
Articles	
3)		León,	R.	J.,	&	Thomas,	N.	D.	“Critical	Race	Theory	and	the	Cultivation,	Mentorship	and	Retention	
of	Black	Women	Faculty.”	American	International	Journal	of	Humanities	and	Social	Science,	2016,	
2(1),	1-16.	
Poetry	
4)	“Comfort	Woman”	and	“Poet	in	Hermitage	from	Whiteness.”	New	Madrid.	2016	
5)		“When	Your	Mother	is	God,”	“Vessel	Strut,”	and	“Salvage	Yard.”	Torch:	Poetry,	Prose	and	Short	
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Stories	by	African	American	Women.	2016.	Web	
6)		“Poet:	Rigor	Mortis,	Zombies	and	Dehumanization.”	Aster,	2016.	
León,	Raina	J.	(Teacher	Education).	Presentations:	
1)		“Towards	Cultural	Humility,”	Teacher	Leadership	Program	Lcture/Workshop	in	MA.	Saint	Mary’s	
College	of	California,	Moraga,	CA.	June	18,	2016.	
2)	“‘Bear	No	False	Witness:		On	Critical	Literacy,	Fear,	and	Social	Change.”	EdTalk.	California	
Teachers’	Summit.	Saint	Mary’s	College	of	California,	Moraga,	CA.	July	29,	2016.	
3)		Panelist.	Printing	the	Forked	Tongue:	Bilingual	Publishing	After	Gloria	Anzaldúa’s	Borderlands/La	
Frontera.	Associated	Writers	and	Writing	Programs	Conference.	Los	Angeles.	CA.	March	31,	2016.	
4)		Panelist.	When	I	Was	Latina:	Navigating	Privilege	in	the	Publishing	and	Writing	World.	Associated	
Writers	and	Writing	Programs	Conference.	Los	Angeles.	CA.	April	1,	2016.	
5)		Cleave:		Bay	Area	Women	Writers	series.	Octopus	Literary	Salon.	April	15,	2016.	
6)		CantoMundo	Latin@poets	Poetry	Workshop.	University	of	Texas.	Austin.	July	21-24,	2016.	
7)		Panelist.	CantoMundo.	LatinX	Publishing.	University	of	Texas.	Austin.	July	22,	2016.	
8)		Founder,	curator,	and	Host.	Hamacas	Reading.	Berkeley,	CA	August	14,	2016.	
León,	Raina	J.	(Teacher	Education).	Readings:	
1)		Bloody	Mary	Series.	Alley	Cat	Books.	San	Francisco.	CA.	January	21,	2016.	
2)		Get	Lit.	Ale	Industries.	Oakland,	CA.	February	16,	2016.	
3)		Green	Apple	Books	–	9th	Avenue.	San	Francisco,	CA.	March	11,	2016.	
4)		Adobe	Bookshop,	San	Francisco,	CA.	March	6,	2016	and	June	6,	2016.	
5)		East	End	United	Community	Center,	Uniontown,	PA.	March	19,	2016.	
6)		Pegasus	Books.	Berkeley,	CA.	April	5,	2016.	
7)		Poetry	at	728,	San	Francisco,	CA.	April	9,	2016.	
8)		Bay	Area	Women	Writers.	Octopus	Literary	Salon.	April	15,	2016.	
9)		Lyrics	&	Dirges.	Write	This	Minute	Literary	Festival,	San	Francisco,	CA.	April	23,	2016.	
10)		Spring	Symposium.	Saint	Mary’s	College	of	California.	Moraga,	CA.	April	27,	2016.	
11)		Nomadic	Press.	Oakland,	CA.	May	13,	2016.	
12)		14th	Annual	Berkeley	Poetry	Festival,	Berkeley	City	College,	Berkeley,	CA.	May	14,	2016	
13)		Santa	Clara	University,	Santa	Clara,	CA.	May	17,	2016.	
14)		University	Press	Books.	Berkeley,	CA.	June	8,	2016.	
15)		Orinda	Books	release,	Remembering	the	Days	that	Breathed	Pink,	Orinda,	CA.	June	10,	2016.	
16)		Pan	Dulce	Poets.	La	Reyna	Bakery.	San	Francisco,	CA.	Jingle	Town	series.	César	Chavez	Library.	
Fruitvale,	Oakland,	CA.	June	18,	2016.	
17)		CantoMundo.	Austin,	TX.	July	21-24,	2016.	
18)		Nuestra	Palabra	Series	on	the	Air,	KBFT,	Houston,	TX.	July	25,	2016	
19)		Tinteros	at	NPrint,	Houston,	CA.		July	2016.	
León,	Raina	J.	(Teacher	Education).	Honors,	Residencies,	and	Fellowships:	
1)		Honorable	Mention,	Academy	of	American	Poets	University	and	College	Poetry	Prize,	2016	
2)		Macondo	Fellow,	2016	
3)		CantoMundo	Fellow,	2016.	
Leopard,	Dan	(Communication).	Presentations:	
1)		Leopard,	D.	&	Shenker,	N.	“Pinchas	Gutter:	The	Figure	of	Holocaust	Testimony	as	Embodied	
Archive	and	Interactive	Documentary.”		Visible	Evidence	XXIII,	conference	on	documentary	media,	
Montana	State	University,	Bozeman,	MT,	August	2016.	
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2)		Leopard,	D.	&	Shenker,	N.	“Pinchas	Gutter:	The	Figure	of	Holocaust	Testimony	as	Embodied	
Archive	and	Interactive	Documentary.”	Dr.	Jan	Randa	Aftermath	Conference	2016:	Rethinking	
Holocaust	Paradigms,	Australian	Center	for	Jewish	Civilization,	Monash	University,	Melbourne,	
Australia,	September	2016.	
3)		Leopard,	D.	&	Shenker,	N.	“‘Pinchas	Gutter’:	The	Holographic	Holocaust	Survivor	as	Embodied	
Archive.”	Association	for	Jewish	Studies	48th	annual	conference,	San	Diego,	December	2016.	
Li,	Yuan	(Organizations	and	Responsible	Business).	Presentations:			
1)		Li,	Y.,	Fengbin,	W.,	&	Liu,	Y.	“Paradox	multiplicity	and	evolution.”	European	Group	of	Organization	
Studies	(Substream	35),	Naples,	Italy,	July	7-9,	2016.		
2)		Elite	controversy	and	the	institutional	change	of	China's	stock	market.		European	Group	of	
Organization	Studies	(Substream	19),	Naples,	Italy,	July	7-9,	2016.	Academy	of	Management	
Conference,	Anaheim,	August	5-9,	2016.	
Lingwood,	Mark	(Chemistry).	Grant:		
“Construction	of	a	dynamic	nuclear	polarization	instrument	for	characterizing	&	improving	
immobilized	radicals.”		2016-2017	Saint	Mary’s	College	Faculty	Research	Grant.		
Lofkrantz,	Jennifer	(History).	Publications:	
1)		Lofkrantz,	J.	&	Olatunji,	O.,	eds.	Ransoming,	Captivity,	and	Piracy	in	Africa	and	the	
Mediterranean.	Africa	World	Press,	2016.	
2)		Lofkrantz,	J.	&	Olatunji,	O.	“Introduction:	Ransoming	Practices	in	Historical	and	Contemporary	
Perspective.”	Ransoming,	Captivity,	and	Piracy	in	Africa	and	the	Mediterranean	(2016),	1-22.	
3)		Lofkrantz,	J.	“Idealism	&	Pragmatism:	The	Related	West	African	Discourses	on	Identity,	Captivity,	
and	Ransoming.”	Ransoming,	Captivity,	and	Piracy	in	Africa	and	the	Mediterranean	(2016),	133-154.	
4)		Olatunji,	O.	&	Lofkrantz,	J.,	“West	African	Responses	to	Illegal	Enslavement	and	Failed	Ransom	
Negotiations.”		Ransoming,	Captivity,	and	Piracy	in	Africa	and	the	Mediterranean	(2016),	181-206.	
Long,	Douglas	(Biology).	Publications:	
1)		Smith,	JE,	Long,	DJ,	Russell,	ID,	Newcomb,	KL,	Muñoz,	VD,	“Otospermophilus	beecheyi	(Rodentia:	
Sciuridae).”	Mammalian	Species	48(939):91-108;	2016.	DOI:	10.1093/mspecies/sew010	
2)		Concha,	FJ,	Ebert,	DA,	Long,	DJ,	“Notoraja	martinezi	so.	nov.,	a	new	species	of	deepwater	skate	
and	the	first	record	of	the	genus	Notoraja	Ishiyama.”	Zootaxa	4098	(1):	179-190,	April	2016.	
http://www.mapress.com/j/zt/article/view/zootaxa.4098.1.9/5345	
Longo,	Patrizia	(Politics).	Presentation:	
1)		“Women,	Tradition	and	Revolution	in	Jordan.”		Scholarly	Seminar	in	Amman,	Jordan.	May	28	–	
June	8,	2016.	
2)		“Citizens'	empowerment	through	food	democracy	and	food	justice.”		Joint	Annual	Meeting	of	
AFHVS	and	ASFS,	University	of	Toronto.	Canada.	6/22/16-6/25/16	
Loper,	Paul	(Leadership).	Presentation	and	Publication:	
Taylor,	K.,	Elias,	D.,	Fahim,	U.,	Loper,	P.,	&	Proby,	D.	Symposium	and	Conference	Proceedings:	Move	
Over	Descartes!:		Engaging	the	Intersection	of	Transformative	Learning	and	Neuroscience.	XII	
International	Transformative	Learning	Conference,	Pacific	Lutheran	University,	Tacoma,	WA,	
October,	2016.		
Malonai,	Grace	(Counseling).	Publications:	
1)		“It’s	A	Boy	Thing.”	The	Economist:	1843,	June/July	2016	
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2)		“Preschool	May	Reduce	Disparities	in	Giftedness	Testing.”	Published	by	GoodTherapy.org,	2016.	
3)		“7	Ways	to	Help	Your	Strong-Willed	Gifted	Child	Thrive.”	Published	by	GoodTherapy.org,	2016.	
4)		“Coping	with	Bullying	as	a	Quirky,	Gifted,	or	Sensitive	Adult.”	Published	by	GoodTherapy.org,	
2016.	
Malonai,	Grace	(Counseling).	Presentations:	
1)		Gifted	Identity℠	Project:	How	To	Talk	To	Children	About	Their	Giftedness:	The	Impact	of	Gifted	
Identification.		Presentation	at	Supporting	the	Emotional	Needs	of	the	Gifted	Annual	Conference,	
Williamsburg,	Virginia,	July	22-26,	2016.	
2)		“Clinical	Applications	for	Therapist	of	Gifted	Clients.”		Workshop,	APA	approved/3	CEU,	at	
Supporting	the	Emotional	Needs	of	the	Gifted	Annual	Conference,	Williamsburg,	Virginia,	July	22-26,	
2016.	
Marchetti,	Michael	(Biology).	Publications:	
1)		Marchetti,	MP,	&	Engstrom,	T.	“The	wattle-necked	softshelled	turtle	(Palea	steindachneri),	an	
endangered,	invasive	species	and	a	conservation	paradox.”	Conservation	Biology	30(2)		(2016),	pp	
434-437.	
2)		Howeth,	J.G.,	Gantz,	C.A.,	Angermeier,	P.L.,	Frimpong,	E.A.,	Hoff,	M.H.,	Keller,	R.P.,	Mandrak,	
N.E.,	Marchetti,	M.P.,	Olden,	J.D.,	Romagosa,	C.M.	and	Lodge,	D.M.,	“Predicting	invaders	from	
trade:	climate	match,	trophic	guild,	and	fecundity	influence	invasion	success	of	non-native	
freshwater	fish.”	Diversity	and	Distributions	(2016),	pp.148-160.	
Marchetti,	Michael	(Biology).	Presentation:	
Invited	speaker	in	symposium	on	“Hawaii	as	a	microcosm:	mitigating	the	effects	of	invasive	species	
on	nature	and	society.”		North	American	Congress	for	Conservation	Biology	Annual	Meeting.	
Madison,	WI,	July	2016.	
McGraw,	Barbara	(Organizations	and	Responsible	Business).	Publications:		
1)	Wiley-Blackwell	Companion	to	Religion	and	Politics	in	the	U.S.,	ed.	Barbara	A.	McGraw.	West	
Sussex:	John	Wiley	&	Sons,	2016.		
2)		Preface	and	Introductions	to	Parts	I,	II,	III,	and	IV,	Wiley-Blackwell	Companion	to	Religion	and	
Politics	in	the	U.S.,	ed.	Barbara	A.	McGraw.	West	Sussex:	John	Wiley	&	Sons,	2016,	pp.	xv,	3,	111,	
239,	and	385.	
3)		“Religious	Pluralism	at	the	Crossroads.	Wiley-Blackwell	Companion	to	Religion	and	Politics	in	the	
U.S.,	ed.	Barbara	A.	McGraw.	West	Sussex:	John	Wiley	&	Sons,	2016,	pp.	514-531.	
McVann,	Mark,	F.S.C.	(Theology	and	Religious	Studies).	Publications:		
“Introduction”	and	article	“Reading	a	Different	Drummer:	Hope	for	a	New	Exodus.”		Listening:	
Journal	of	Communication	Ethics,	Culture,	and	Religion,	2016.	
Meneses,	Rashaan	(English).	Publications:	
1)		“The	Queen	of	Destiny.”		Philippine	American	Writers	and	Artists,	Inc.	2016	
2)		“The	Expectant.”		Kartika	Review,	2016.	
Meneses,	Rashaan	(English).	Presentation:		
“Craft	is	Culture:	Writing	&	Reading	a	Global	Imagination.”		Great	Writing:	The	International	Creative	
Writing	Conference.	London.	UK.	June	2016.	Great	Writing:	The	International	Creative	Writing	
Conference,	Imperial	College,	London,	UK,	June	2016.	
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Merrill,	Gregory	(Accounting).	Presentation:		
Genin,	L.	&	Merrill,	G.”	“Simplified	Yet	Robust:	An	Innovative	Assessment	System	for	the	New	
Millennium.”	AACSB	International	Assessment	Conference:	Driving	Accountability	and	Innovation,	
Charlotte,	North	Carolina,	USA,	March	6-8,	2016.	
Miller,	Elise	(Collegiate	Seminar).	Publication:	“Mourning	and	Melancholy:	Literary	Criticism	by	African	
American	Women.”	Tulsa	Studies	in	Women's	Literature	Fall	2016,	Vol.	35,	No.	2,	pp.	463-489.	
Montaño,	Elizabeth	(Teacher	Education).	Publications:	
1)		Martínez,	D.C.	&	Montaño,	E.	“Toward	Expanding	What	Counts	as	Language	for	Latina	and	Latino	
Youth	in	an	Urban	Middle	School	Classroom.”		Literacy	Research:	Theory,	Method,	and	Practice.	doi:	
10.1177?2381336916661517		
2)		“Charter	School	Teachers	and	the	Consequences	of	Unionization.”	T.L.	Affolter	&	J.K.	Donner	
(Eds.)	The	Charter	School	Solution:	Distinguishing	Fact	from	Rhetoric,	pp.	61-79.	New	York:	
Routledge,	2016.	
3)		“Becoming	Unionized	in	a	Charter	School:	Teacher	Experiences	and	the	Promise	of	Choice	
in	Conditions	of	Education	in	California,”	the	blog	for	Policy	Analysis	for	California	Education	(PACE).	
2/9/16	
Montaño,	Elizabeth	(Teacher	Education).	Presentation:		
Martínez,	D.C.	&	Montaño,	E.	“Expanding	What	Counts	as	Language	for	Latina/o	Youth	in	an	Urban	
Middle	School	Setting.”		Annual	Meeting	of	the	American	Educational	Research	Association,	
Washington,	D.C.,	April	2016.	
Moseidjord,	Asbjorn	(Economics).	Presentation:		
Allen,	R.	&	Moseidjord,	A.	“Save	One	and	We'll	Give	You	Two:	Impacts	of	Generous	CO2	Credits	
Granted	by	the	EPA	to	Sellers	of	Electric	Vehicles	in	California.”	Western	Social	Science	Association,	
58th	Annual	Conference,	Reno,	Nevada,	April	13-16,	2016.		
Munshi,	Natasha	(Management	and	Entrepreneurship).	Publication:			
Clark,	K.,	Hadani,	M.,	Munshi,	N.	“The	more	you	give	the	more	you	get:	the	impact	of	corporate	
political	activity	on	government	contracts	and	their	value.”	Business	and	Society	Review	2016.	
Munshi,	Natasha	(Management	and	Entrepreneurship).	Presentation:	
N	Munshi,	B	Aksu,	G	Desa,	N	Lam,	X	Yao,	“Unleashing	Creativity	in	Business	Students:	Challenges	and	
Opportunities.”	Academy	of	Management	Professional	Development	Workshop,	Aug.	9,	2016.		(Col.	
State	U).	
Nathanson,	Michael	(Mathematics	and	Computer	Science).	Publication:		
Bandyopadhyay,	S.,	Halder,	S.,	Nathanson,	M.	“Entanglement	as	a	resource	for	local	state	
discrimination	in	multipartite	systems.”	Phys.	Rev.	A	94,	August	11,	2016.		
http://journals.aps.org/pra/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevA.94.022311	
O'Brien,	Michael	(Organizations	and	Responsible	Business).	Publications:	
1)		O’Brien,	M.	and	Molina,	I.	“Utilizing	Signal	Theory	to	Determine	Patentability.”	J.	Intel.	Prop.	L.	
23(2)	XX,	2016.	
2)		O’Brien	M.	&	Papagiannis,	G.	“I	Declare	Bankruptcy:	Examining	the	Law	and	Ethics	of	Lewellen	vs.	
Access	Group.”		Sage	Business	Case	http://sk.sagepub.com/cases/examining-the-law-and-ethics-of-
lewellen-vs-access-group.		doi:	10.4135/9781473997837.	
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O'Brien,	Michael	(Organizations	and	Responsible	Business).	Presentation:		
O’Brien	M.	&	Papagiannis,	G.	“Teaching	Bankruptcy	with	cases,”	Proc.	W.	Acad.	L.	Stud.	Bus	2016.	
Best	Paper	Award	2016.	
Ogawa,	Keith	(Psychology).	Publications:	
1)		Sun,	L,	Peräkylä,	J,	Kovalainen,	A,	Ogawa,	KH,	Karhunen,	PJ	&	Hartikainen,	KM.	“Human	brain	
reacts	to	transcranial	extraocular	light.”	PLoS	One	11(2),	2016.	doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0149525.	
2)		Mäki-Marttunen,	V,	Kuusinen,	V,	Peräkylä,	J,	Ogawa,	KH,	Brause,	M,	Brander,	A,	&	Hartikainen,	
KM.	“Greater	attention	to	relevant	emotion	due	to	orbitofrontal	lesion.	”Journal	of	Neurotrauma,	
October	2016,	ahead	of	print.	doi:10.1089/neu.2015.4390.	
Okoeguale,	Kevin	(Finance).	Publication:		
Loveland,	R.&	Okoeguale,	K.	“Uncertainty	and	Misvaluation?	New	Evidence	on	Determinants	of	
Merger	Activity	from	the	Banking	Industry.		The	Financial	Review	51,	225-261	(2016).		
Otter,	Ken	(Leadership).	Presentations:		
1)		Otter,	K.	&		Diochon,	P.F.	“Educating	Managers-as-Coaches:	the	Role	of	Transformative	
Learning.”		Scholarship.	2nd	Annual	Columbia	University	Coaching	Conference.	New	York,	NY.	
October	2016	
2)		Otter,	K.	&		Diochon,	P.F.	“Ethical	Dilemmas	in	Coaching:	From	Deviation	to	Transformation.”		
Scholarship.	2nd	Annual	Columbia	University	Coaching	Conference.	New	York,	NY.	October	2016	
3)		“The	Participatory	Turn:	Widening	the	Lens	of	Inquiry	into	Collective	Leadership.”		Scholarship.	
2nd	Annual	Columbia	University	Coaching	Conference.	New	York,	NY.	October	2016.	
Palmer,	Bedford	(Counseling).	Presentation:		
Palmer,	B.E.F.,	Anguiano,	R.,	Dillon,	F.,	Greer,	T.M.,	Chwalisz,	K.	“Being	healthy	in	our	skins:	
sometimes	it's	healthier	not	to	assimilate.”		Symposium	chair,	participant,	and	first	author,	American	
Psychological	Association	Annual	Convention,	Denver,	Colorado.	Division	45:	Society	for	the	
Psychological	Study	of	Culture,	Race,	and	Ethnicity.		August	2016.	
Pan,	Wenting	(Business	Analytics).	Publication:		
Pan,	W.	&	So,	R.	“Component	Procurement	Strategies	in	Decentralized	Assemble-to-Order	Systems	
Under	Supply	Uncertainty.”		IIE	Transactions	48,	3	(2016)	267-282.	
Papagiannis,	George	(Organizations	and	Responsible	Business).	Presentation:		
O’Brien	M.	&	Papagiannis,	G.	“Teaching	Bankruptcy	with	cases,”	Proc.	W.	Acad.	L.	Stud.	Bus	2016.	
Best	Paper	Award	2016.	
Papagiannis,	George	(Organizations	and	Responsible	Business).	Publication:		
O’Brien	M.	&	Papagiannis,	G.	“I	Declare	Bankruptcy:	Examining	the	Law	and	Ethics	of	Lewellen	vs.	
Access	Group.”		Sage	Business	Case	http://sk.sagepub.com/cases/examining-the-law-and-ethics-of-
lewellen-vs-access-group.		doi:	10.4135/9781473997837.	
Perez,	Katherine	(Leadership).	Publication:		
More	Than	200+	Proven	Strategies	for	Teaching	Reading.		Solution	Tree	Press,	2016.	
Perez,	Katherine	(Leadership).	Presentations:	
1)	“Choices	and	Challenges:	Strategies	for	Success.”	Keynote	-	Latin-American	Congress	on	
Bilingualism	-	Armenia,	Colombia,	May,	2016	
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2)		“Dynamic	Differentiated	Instruction.”	Keynote:	International	Educational	Conference	and	
Cultural	Exchange	-	Rio	de	Janiero,	Brazil,	June,	2016	
3)		“Lesson	Mastery	-	NOT	Lesson	Mystery:	Strategies	for	Success.	“Presentation:		University	of	
Waikota	-	Auckland,	New	Zealand,	August	15,	2016.	
4)		Coordinator	and	keynoter	of	DI	Asia	Summit,	Academy	of	Principals,	Singapore,	2016.	
5)		National	Conference	on	Differentiation,	multiple	sessions,	Las	Vegas,	NV,	July,	2016	
6)		“Cultivating	a	Growth	Mindset.”	Science	and	the	Imagination	Conference.	Orlando,	FL,	April,	
2016.	
7)		“Motivating	Reluctant	Learners.”	Learning	and	the	Brain	Conference.	San	Francisco,	CA,	February,	
2016.	
Perry,	S.	Marshall	(Leadership).	Publications:	
1)		Perry,	S.M.,	Catapano,	M.	&	Globogade,	O.	“Teaching,	Academic	Achievement,	and	Attitudes	
Toward	Mathematics	in	the	United	States	and	Nigeria.”	Journal	of	Leadership	and	Instruction,	Fall	
2016.	
2)		Verga,	C.,	Murillo,L.,	Toulon,	E.D.,	Morote,	E.	&	Perry,	S.M.	“Comparison	of	Race-Gender,	Urban-
Suburban	Criminal	Justice	College	Students	Satisfaction	of	the	Police	Department.”	Journal	of	
Leadership	and	Instruction,	Spring	2016,	33-38.	
Perry,	S.	Marshall	(Leadership).	Presentations:	
1)	Perry,	S.M.,	Sealy,	K.,	&	Smith,	A.M.	“Lower	Secondary	Teacher	Job	Satisfaction	and	Behavioral	
Engagement:	an	International	Comparison.”	Asia-Pacific	Educational	Research	Association	
conference	(APERA	2016),	Kaohsiung,	Taiwan.	
2)		Perry,	S.M.	“Opportunity	to	Learn	for	Low-Achieving	Students	in	Eight	Countries.”	Asia-Pacific	
Educational	Research	Association	conference	(APERA	2016),	Kaohsiung,	Taiwan.	
3)		Sealy,	K.M.,	Perry,	S.M.	&	Sealy,	M.	“Relationships	Between	School	Climate	and	Leadership	
Practices:	An	Examination	of	TALIS	2013.”	Asia-Pacific	Educational	Research	Association	conference	
(APERA	2016),	Kaohsiung,	Taiwan.	
4)		Perry,	S.M.		“Research	using	large-scale	data	sets:	the	2013	TALIS.”	Asia-Pacific	Educational	
Research	Association	conference	(APERA	2016),	Kaohsiung,	Taiwan.		
5)		Perry,	S.M.,	Sealy,	K.,	DeNicola,	T.C.	&	Ramírez-Pérez,	H.X.		“An	Exploration	of	Professional	
Development	Needs	and	Opportunities	Across	Nine	Countries	Using	the	2013	TALIS	Teacher	
Questionnaire.”	European	Conference	on	Educational	Research	(ECER	2016)	by	the	European	
Educational	Research	Association	(EERA).	
6)		Sealy,	K.M.,	Perry,	S.M.,	DeNicola,	T.C.	&	Ramírez-Pérez,	H.X.	“Can	I	Make	a	Difference?:	An	
Examination	of	Teacher	Self-Efficacy	Across	Nine	Countries	Using	the	2013	TALIS	Teacher	
Questionnaire.”	European	Conference	on	Educational	Research	(ECER	2016)	by	the	European	
Educational	Research	Association	(EERA).	
7)		Perry,	S.M.,	Sealy,	K.,	&	Hawkins,	R.J.	“Opportunity	to	Learn	and	Students	from	Economically	
Disadvantaged	Homes:	Implications	for	School	Leaders	through	an	Examination	of	TALIS	2013.”	XV	
International	Business	and	Economy	Conference	in	Stuttgart,	Germany,	2016.	Social	Science	
Research	Network.	
8)		Sealy,	K.M.,	Perry,	S.M.	&	DeNicola,	T.C.	“Relationships	and	Predictors	of	Principal	Job	
Satisfaction	across	Multiple	Countries:	A	Study	Using	TALIS	2013	and	PISA	2012.”	XV	International	
Business	and	Economy	Conference	in	Stuttgart,	Germany,	2016.	Social	Science	Research	Network.	
9)		Pepey,	M.,	De	Jesus,	E.,	Rubino,	M.J.,	Morote,	E.	&	Perry,	S.M.		“Happiness	at	Work:	
Organizational	Culture,	Job	Embeddedness,	and	Continuance	Commitment.”	XV	International	
Business	and	Economy	Conference	in	Stuttgart,	Germany,	2016.	Social	Science	Research	Network.	
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Peterson,	Joan	F.	(Teacher	Education).	Publication:		
“Against	Forgetting:	Another	Look	at	Heinrich	Böll's	Billiards	at	Half	Past	Nine.”		Armenia,	Auschwitz	
and	Beyond:	Selected	Conference	Volume.	Stuttgart,	Germany.	February	2016.	
Pigza,	Jennifer	(Leadership).	Publications:	
1)		Wagner,	W.	&	Pigza,	J.,	eds.	Leadership	Development	Through	Service-Learning.		San	Francisco:	
Jossey	Bass,	2016.	
2)		Wagner,	W.	&	Pigza,	J.,	eds.	“The	Intersectionality	of	Leadership	and	Service-Learning:	A	21st-
Century	Perspective.”	Leadership	Development	Through	Service-Learning,	pp.	11-22.		San	Francisco:	
Jossey	Bass,	2016.	
3)		Pigza,	J.,	”Community	Partnerships:	POWERful	Possibilities	for	Students	and	Communities.”	
Leadership	Development	Through	Service-Learning,	pp.	49-60.		San	Francisco:	Jossey	Bass,	2016.	
4)	Pigza,	J.,	“Teaching	POWERful	CBR.”	Leadership	Development	Through	Service-Learning,	pp.	93-
107.		San	Francisco:	Jossey	Bass,	2016.	
Pigza,	Jennifer	(Leadership).	Presentations:	
1)		Maximizing	Community	Development	&	Impact	Through	Community-Based	Research.		Campus	
Compact	30th	Anniversary	Conference.	Boston,	MA.	March	2016	
2)		Linking	Leadership	Development	and	Community	Engagement	in	Theory	and	Practice.		Campus	
Compact	30th	Anniversary	Conference.	Boston,	MA.	March	2016	
3)		Service-Learning/Community	Engagement	Journal	Editors	Panel.		Campus	Compact	30th	
Anniversary	Conference.	Boston,	MA.	March	2016.	
Pihas,	Gabriel	(Integral).	Presentation:	
1)		“Imagining	the	Cosmos	from	the	Pantheon	to	the	Gesù."		St.	John’s	College,	Santa	Fe,	NM,	
October,	2016	
2)		“Republicanism	and	Renaissance	Painting,”	Rome	Institute	of	Liberal	Arts.	Rome,	Italy,	July,	2016.	
3)		“Excess	of	Prudence	in	Inferno	26.”	International	Medieval	Symposium.	Kalamazoo,	MI,	May,	
2016.	
4)		“Phronesis	from	Plato	to	Dante.”		Integral	Liberal	Arts	Colloquium.	Moraga,	CA,	March,	2016.	
Powell,	Caitlin	(Psychology).	Publication:		
Sams,	D;	Richards,	R;	Lewis,	R;	McMullen,	R;	Hammack,	J;	Bacnik,	L;	&	Powell,	C.,	“Empirical	Study:	
Mentorship	as	a	Value	Proposition	(MVP)."		International	Journal	for	the	Scholarship	of	Teaching	and	
Learning		Vol.	10	No.	2	Article	7	(2016).		https://doi.org/10.20429/ijsotl.2016.100207	
Proehl,	Rebecca	(Leadership).	Presentation:	
1)		Proehl,	R.	&	Anderer,	M.	“When	Promise	Replaces	Risk.”		Huether	Conference.	Chicago,	IL.	2016.	
2)		Proehl,	R.	&	Thomas,	S.	“Phase	Two:	A	Collaborative	Action	Research	Partnership	between	
DeMarillac	Academy	and	Saint	Mary’s	College	of	California.”		Action	Research	of	the	Americas	
Network	Conference.	Knoxville,	TN,	2016.	
Proehl,	Rebecca	(Leadership).	Grant:		
Proehl,	R.,	Anguiano,	R.M.,	Braganza,	D.,	Thomas,	S.	“DeMarillac	Academy:	Educating	Children	of	
Promise.”	2016-2017	Saint	Mary’s	College	Faculty	Research	Grant.		
Randall,	Elizebeth	(Performing	Arts).	Selected	Performances:	
Strangers	Become	Flowers.		Western	Sky	Studio.	Berkeley,	CA,	February	2016.	
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Rokeach,	Martin	(Performing	Arts).	Selected	Performances:	
1)		Concerto	for	Piccolo	and	Orchestra.		Commissioned	and	premiered	by	Oakland	Symphony,	March	
18,	2016.	
2)		Nunca	Olvida	for	mezzo-soprano	and	guitar.	Commissioned	and	premiered	by	the	Bowers/Fader	
Duo,	New	York,	NY,	2016;	additional	performances	in	Brooklyn	and	Spokane,	2016	
3)		"Fast	Lane"	for	violin	and	trumpet.		Northern	Arizona	University	School	of	Music,	April	2016.	
4)		Can't	Wait	for	violin,	clarinet	and	piano.	Composers,	Inc.	Berkeley,	CA,	2016	
Rokeach,	Martin	(Performing	Arts).	Recordings:		
MSR	Classics:	Running	at	the	Top	of	the	World	for	trumpet	and	piano.	March	2016.	
Rokeach,	Martin	(Performing	Arts).	Honors:			
Visiting	artist,	including	master	class,	guest	lecture,	and	performance	of	"Fast	Lane"	for	violin	and	
trumpet.		Northern	Arizona	University	School	of	Music,	April	2016.	
Ruff,	Karen	(Chemistry).	Publication:		
K.	Ruff,	A.	Muhammad,	P.J.	McCown,	R.R.	Breaker	&	S.A.	Strobel,	“Singlet	glycine	riboswitches	bind	
ligand	as	well	as	tandem	riboswitches.”		RNA,	Published	in	Advance,	September	22,	2016.	
doi:10.1261/rna.057935.116.	doi:10.1261/rna.057935.116	
Ruiz,	María	Luisa	(World	Languages	and	Cultures).	Grant:		
“Hits	&	Misses:	Gender,	Beauty	Queens	&	Violence	in	Narratives	of	Narcotrafico.”		2016-2017	Saint	
Mary’s	College	Faculty	Research	Grant.		
Sachs,	Aaron	(Communication).	Publications:	
1)		“Sochi	Pop:	Getting	Lucky	with	Sex,	Force,	and	Proliferating	Signifiers.”		Media	Res:	A	Media	
Commons	Project.	5/5/16	
2)		“The	Curious	Case	of	Donald	Trump’s	Doctor:	Metonymy	in	the	Age	of	Memetic	News.”		Media	
Res:	A	Media	Commons	Project.	5/30/16	
3)		“The	Question	Concerning	Technological	Humor.”		Media	Res:	A	Media	Commons	Project.	6/7/16	
Schendel	Parker,	Krista	(Psychology).	Publication:		
“Not	Just	Language:	Persisting	Lateralized	Visuospatial	Impairment	after	Left	Hemisphere	Stroke."		
Journal	of	the	International	Neuropsychological	Society	2016,	Aug;22(7):695-704.		doi:	
10.1017/S1355617716000515;	Epub	2016	Jun	22.	
Schmidt,	Suzanne	(Women’s	and	Gender	Studies).	Presentation:	
1)		“Domestic	Labor	Organizing	at	the	Forefront	of	Justice:	Yesterday	and	Today.”		Wo/men's	
Leadership	Conference.	Moraga,	CA.	March	2016	
2)		Schmidt,	S.,	Zeccardi,	J.,	Keig,	A.	“NCWCA	Newsletter	Technique-Sharing	Workshop:	try	out	
Writing	Circles	and	peer	review	pieces	for	potential	publication.”		Northern	California	Writing	
Centers	Association	Conference.	Santa	Clara,	CA.	April	2016	
3)		“Envisioning	Decolonial	Crafting	Subjects	in	Fae	Myenne	Ng’s	Bone.”		National	Women's	Studies	
Association	Conference,	Montréal.	Québec.	11/11/16	
4)		“Visionary	Domesticity:	Craft	and	Domestic	Labors	as	Decolonial	Heuristic.”		National	Women's	
Studies	Association	Conference.	Montréal,	Québec.	11/13/16	
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Scott,	Winifred	(Accounting).	Presentation:		
Scott,	W.	&	Wasan,	S.,	“Financial	Transparency	In	The	UAE.”	British	Accounting	and	Finance	
Association	Annual	Conference,	Bath,	United	Kingdom,	March	2016.	
Sheth,	Arnav	(Finance).	Publications:	
1)		Kale,	J.	K.	&	Sheth,	A.	“Power-Log	Optimization	and	Positively	Skewed	Option	Returns	Raise	
Portfolio	Performance	and	Reduce	Risk.”	Journal	of	Investing	2016.		
2)		Leveraging	Herd	Behavior	in	Foreign	Exchange	Markets.		International	Conference	on	Operations	
Research.	Havana,	Cuba.	March	2016.	
Sigman,	Jeffrey	(Chemistry).		Grant:		
Wensley,	R.,	Chandrasekaran,	V.,	Jones,	C.,	Pascua	Dea,	T.,	Sigman,	J.,	Sosa,	G.A.	&	Veomett,	E.		US	
Department	of	Education	Grant:	“Caminos	a	Las	Ciencias	(CALC),”	through	the	HSI	STEM	Program.	
$2.7M;	2016-2021.		https://www.stmarys-ca.edu/smc-receives-27-million-hsi-federal-grant-to-
expand-stem-education-opportunities	
Songster,	E.	Elena	(History).		Publication:		
Lewis,	M.,	Songster,	E.	E.	“Studying	the	Snow	Leopard:	Reconceptualizing	Conservation	Across	the	
China-India	Border.”		British	Journal	for	the	History	of	Science	BJHS.	Themes	Vol.	1	(2016)	169-198.		
Sosa,	Gloria	Aquino	(Counseling).	Presentation:	
1)	Sosa,	G.A.	&	Pascua	Dea,	T.J.	“Asset-Based	Institutional	Change	through	Collectivist	Narratives:	
Inclusive	Excellence	Actively	Impacting	Student	Success.”	National	Conference	on	Race	and	Ethnicity	
in	Higher	Education.	San	Francisco,	CA,	2016.	
2)		Sosa,	G.A.	&	Pascua	Dea,	T.J.	Asset-Based	Institutional	Change	through	Collectivist	Narratives:	
Inclusive	Excellence	in	Action	to	Impact	Student	Success.		Hawaii	International	Conference	on	
Education.	January	2016	
3)		Sosa,	G.A.	&	Pascua	Dea,	T.J.	“Next	Generation,	First	Generation©:	Publishing	Personal	
Narratives	to	Activate	Achievement	for	the	Public	Good.”	WASC	Senior	College	and	University	
Commission	Academic	Resource	Conference,	April	2016.	
4)		Sosa,	G.A.	&	Pascua	Dea,	T.J.	“NextGenFirstGen©:	Implementing	a	cultural	shift	and	institutional	
change	resulting	in	outcomes	that	matter.”	Consortium	for	Student	Retention	and	Exchange	
National	Symposium	on	Student	Retention,	Norfolk,	VA,	November	2016	
Sosa,	Gloria	Aquino	(Counseling).		Grant:		
Wensley,	R.,	Chandrasekaran,	V.,	Jones,	C.,	Pascua	Dea,	T.,	Sigman,	J.,	Sosa,	G.A.	&	Veomett,	E.		US	
Department	of	Education	Grant:	“Caminos	a	Las	Ciencias	(CALC),”	through	the	HSI	STEM	Program.	
$2.7M;	2016-2021.		https://www.stmarys-ca.edu/smc-receives-27-million-hsi-federal-grant-to-
expand-stem-education-opportunities	
Spencer,	Tamara	(Teacher	Education).	Publications:		
1)	A	Moment	or	a	Movement?:	Examining	the	Public	Discourse	on	Early	Childhood	Education	in	K-3	
Classrooms	Perspectives	and	Provocations.	Annual	Journal	of	the	Early	Childhood	Education	
Assembly	for	National	Council	of	Teachers	of	English,	2016.	
2)	Colin,	E.,	Grant,	M.,	Larson,	L.,	Norman,	K.,	Stang,	K.,	&	Spencer,	T.	“Better	Together	EdCamp:	
Faculty	research	team	report.		Better	Together:	California	Teachers	Summit.	Santa	Cruz,	CA,	2016.	
Spencer,	Tamara	(Teacher	Education).	Presentation:		
Viola,	M.,	Purcell.	S.,	Campion,	T.	&	Spencer,	T.	“Becoming	Social	Justice	Educators:	The	Ongoing	
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Praxis	of	Teaching/Learning	Justice.”	16th	Annual	Teachers	4	Social	Justice	Conference.	San	
Francisco,	CA,	October	7,	2016.		
Subrahmanyan,	Saroja	(Marketing).	Publication:		
Subrahmanyan,	S.	&	Gomez-Arias,	J.T.	“Poverty	in	a	marketing	class?”		Rosenbloom,	A.,	Parkes,	C.	
and	Gudic,	M.,	Responsible	Management	Education	and	the	Challenge	of	Poverty,	Sheffield,	
UK:		Greenleaf	Publishing,	2016,	pp.	91-105	
Sweeney,	Meghan	(English).	Publication:		
“Review	of	M.10:	Framing	Circulation	for	Action:	Frameworks	for	Enabling	Action	via	Circulation	
Studies.”		Kairos:	Rhetoric,	Technology,	and	Pedagogy,	2016.	
Sweeney,	Meghan	(English).	Presentations:	
1)		“The	(In)Action	of	College	Student	Readers:	An	Examination	of	Motivation	and	Self-Efficacy	
among	Basic	Reading	and	Writing	Students.”		Conference	on	College	Composition	and	
Communication.	Houston,	TX.	April	2016.	
2)		“Identity	at	the	Borders:	An	Examination	of	Students	Challenging	Academic	Institutions.”		
Western	States	Rhetoric	and	Literacy	Conference.	San	Diego,	CA.	October	2016.	
Taylor,	Kathleen	(Leadership).	Publications:	
1)		Taylor,	S.,	Marienau,	C.	Facilitating	Learning	with	the	Adult	Brain	in	Mind.		San	Francisco:	San	
Francisco:	Jossey-Bass	(Wiley	&	Sons),	2016		
2)		Marienau,	C.,	Taylor,	S.	“Essay	on	Drago-Severson’s	Books”	Journal	of	Transformative	Education,	
January	2016	14:10-14.	
Taylor,	Kathleen	(Leadership).	Presentations:	
1)		Taylor,	K.,	Elias,	D.,	Fahim,	U.,	Loper,	P.,	&	Proby,	D.	Symposium	and	Conference	Proceedings:	
Move	Over	Descartes!:		Engaging	the	Intersection	of	Transformative	Learning	and	Neuroscience.	XII	
International	Transformative	Learning	Conference,	Pacific	Lutheran	University,	Tacoma,	WA,	
October,	2016.	(Presentation	and	Publication).		
2)		“Facilitating	Higher	Learning	With	the	Adult	Brain	in	Mind.”		WASC	Academic	Resources	
Conference,	San	Diego,	CA.	April	2016	
3)		“Using	Brain-Aware	Approaches	for	Optimal	Learning.”		Association	for	Training	and	
Development.	Chicago,	IL.	November	2016	
4)		Workshop:	“Move	Over,	Descartes!:	We	Feel	Therefore	We	Know.”		CAEL	Conference,	Chicago,	
IL.	November	2016	
5)		“Exploring	Adult	Learning	with	the	Brain	in	Mind,”	and	“Move	Over	Descartes!”	Professional	
development	institute,	Ashford	University,	San	Diego,	CA,	March	13-14,	2016.	
Thomas,	Suzy	(Counseling).	Publication:		
“Networking	at	the	grassroots	level:	Action	research	partnerships	in	education.”	L.L.	Rowell,	C.D.	
Bruce,	J.M.	Shosh,	&	M.	Riel	(Eds.)	Palgrave	international	handbook	of	action	research.	New	York:	
Palgrave	Macmillan,	2016.	
Thomas,	Suzy	(Counseling).	Presentation:	
1)		Collaborative	partnerships	in	action	research	for	school	counselors.	Western	Association	for	
Counselor	Education	and	Supervision	(WACES).	Vancouver,	British	Columbia.	2016	
2)		Professional	development	challenges	for	tenured	counselor	educators:	strategies	for	staying	
happy	in	mid-career	.		Conference	of	WACES.	Vancouver,	British	Columbia.	2016	
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3)		A	group	for	every	standard:	Meeting	students’	needs	through	group	counseling.		American	
School	Counselor	Association.	New	Orleans,	LA.	2016	
4)		Proehl,	R.	&	Thomas,	S.	“Phase	Two:	A	Collaborative	Action	Research	Partnership	between	
DeMarillac	Academy	and	Saint	Mary’s	College	of	California.”		Action	Research	of	the	Americas	
Network	Conference.	Knoxville,	TN,	2016	
5)		Bleach,	J.,	Feldman,	A.,	Kim,	M.,	McAteer,	M.,	McNiff,	J.,	Polush,	E.,	Riel,	M.,	Rowell,	L.	L.,	Santos,	
D.,	Shosh,	J.,	Thomas,	S.	R.,	Wamba,	N.,	&	Wood,	L.	ARNA	Symposium:	The	Palgrave	international	
handbook	of	action	research.		Conference	of	the	Action	Research	Network	of	the	Americas.	
Knoxville,	TN,	2016.	
Thomas,	Suzy	(Counseling).	Honors:		
Invited	Consultant.	Invited	Presentations	and	Activities.		University	of	Redlands,	Redlands,	CA,	2016.	
True,	Mary	(Psychology).	Presentation:		
Hutson,	M.	&	True,	M.	“Rhythmic	motion	and	music	decreases	student's	physiological	stress	during	
college	final	exams:	An	experimental	study.”		Annual	conference	of	the	Western	Psychological	
Association.	Long	Beach,	CA,	2016.	
Veomett,	Ellen	(Mathematics	and	Computer	Science).	Presentations:	
1)		“The	Edge	Isoperimetric	Inequality	for	a	graph	on	Z^n.”		Boise	State	University	Algebra	/	
Geometry	/	Cryptography	Seminar.	April	2016	
2)		“Coloring	Geometrically	Defined	Graphs.		San	Jose	State	University	Math	Department	
Colloquium;	Sonoma	State	University	Math	Department	Colloquium;	Boise	State	University	Math	
Department	Colloquium.	April	2016	and	September	2016.	
Veomett,	Ellen	(Mathematics	and	Computer	Science).		Grant:		
Wensley,	R.,	Chandrasekaran,	V.,	Jones,	C.,	Pascua	Dea,	T.,	Sigman,	J.,	Sosa,	G.A.	&	Veomett,	E.		US	
Department	of	Education	Grant:	“Caminos	a	Las	Ciencias	(CALC),”	through	the	HSI	STEM	Program.	
$2.7M;	2016-2021.		https://www.stmarys-ca.edu/smc-receives-27-million-hsi-federal-grant-to-
expand-stem-education-opportunities	
Viola,	Michael	Joseph	(Justice,	Community,	and	Leadership).	Publications:	
1)		“Land	is	Life:	Reflections	on	E.	San	Juan,	Considerations	for	Filipino	Critical	Theory,	and	Notes	for	
Environmental	Justice	in	the	United	States	and	the	Philippines.”		Kritika	Kultura	2016.	
2)		“Filipino	American	Hip	Hop	and	Class	Consciousness:	Renewing	the	Spirit	of	Carlos.”		Critical		
Perspectives	on	Carlos	Bulosan,	University	Press	of	America,	2016.	
Viola,	Michael	Joseph	(Justice,	Community,	and	Leadership).	Presentation:		
Viola,	M.,	Purcell.	S.,	Campion,	T.	&	Spencer,	T.	“Becoming	Social	Justice	Educators:	The	Ongoing	
Praxis	of	Teaching/Learning	Justice.”	16th	Annual	Teachers	4	Social	Justice	Conference.	San	
Francisco,	CA,	October	7,	2016.		
Vital,	Sarah	(Library).	Presentation:	
Genin,	L.	&	Vital,	S.	“Tracking	the	impact	of	faculty	research:	An	innovative	approach	to	a	panoramic	
dashboard.		AASCB	Annual	Accreditation	Conference.	Asia	Pacific.	Singapore.	2016.”		
Weissman,	Susan	(Politics).	Presentation:	“Learning	From	the	Past	-	Looking	to	our	Future.”		Public	
Lecture	at	the	Niebyl	Proctor	Library.	Oakland,	CA.	3/12/16	
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Wensley,	Roy	(Physics).	Grant:	
Wensley,	R.,	Chandrasekaran,	V.,	Jones,	C.,	Pascua	Dea,	T.,	Sigman,	J.,	Sosa,	G.A.	&	Veomett,	E.		US	
Department	of	Education	Grant:	“Caminos	a	Las	Ciencias	(CALC),”	through	the	Hispanic	Serving	
Institutions	Federal	Title	III	Science,	Technology,	Engineering	&	Mathematics	and	Articulation	
Program;	with	Co-Principal	Investigators	Gloria	Aquino	Sosa,	Ellen	Veomett,	Christopher	Jones,	
Jeffrey	Sigman	and	Vidya	Chandrasekaran—(2016);	$2.7M;	2016-2021.		https://www.stmarys-
ca.edu/smc-receives-27-million-hsi-federal-grant-to-expand-stem-education-opportunities	
Williams,	Claire	M.	(Kinesiology).	Publication:		
Pierpoint,	L.A.,	Williams,	C.M.,	Fields,	S.K.,	&	Comstock,	R.D	“Epidemiology	of	Injuries	in	United	
States	High	School	Track	and	Field:	2008-2009	through	2013-2014.”		Journal	Article	(Peer	Reviewed).	
American	Journal	of	Sports	Medicine	44(6)	1463-1468.	2016.	DOI:	10.1177/0363546516629950	
Wilson,	Andrew	(Marketing).	Publication:		
Darke,	P.R.,	Brady,	M.K.,	Benedicktus,	R.,	&		Wilson,	A.E.	“Feeling	close	from	afar:	The	role	of	
psychological	distance	in	offsetting	distrust	in	unfamiliar	online	retailers.”		Journal	of	Retailing	92	(3)	
287-299.	2016.	DOI:10.1016/j.jretai.2016.02.001	
Wolcott,	Gregory.	(Organizations	and	Responsible	Business).	Publication:	
1)		"The	Rehabilitation	of	Adam	Smith	for	Catholic	Social	Teaching."	Journal	of	Business	Ethics	
(2016):	doi:	10.1007/s10551-016-3805-y	
Wolcott,	Gregory	(Organizations	and	Responsible	Business).		Presentations:	
1)	“The	Entrepreneur,	Human	Wellbeing,	and	the	Perspective	of	Catholic	Social	Teaching.”	Fifth	
International	Colloquium	on	Christian	Humanism	in	Economics	and	Business,	Konrad	Adenaur	
Foundation,	Berlin,	Germany,	2016.	
2)		“Restricting	Choices:	Decision	Making,	the	Market	Society,	and	the	Forgotten	Entrepreneur.”		
Society	for	Business	Ethics	Annual	Conference.	Anaheim,	CA.	2016	
3)		"Virtues	and	Vocations:	The	Ethics	of	Everyday	Life."		IPPAC	Spring	Conference.	Rock	Island,	IL,	
2016.		
4)		“A	Literature’s	Forgotten	Character:	The	New	Critics	of	Liberty	and	the	Entrepreneur.”	
Association	of	Private	Enterprise	Education	Conference.	Las	Vegas,	NV,	2016.	
Wu,	Jia	(Performing	Arts).	Performances:	
1)		“Water	Moon.”		Main	Theater	in	True	Color	Museum.	China.	April	2016	
2)		“No	More	Than	Skins	”		Grant	Theater	in	Suzhou	Culture	and	Arts	Center.	China.	May	2016	
3)		“What	is	the	Mysterious	Modern	Dance	in	America.”		Multi-media	Theater	in	Suzhou	Culture	and	
Arts	Center	July	2016	
4)		“Dance	Film	in	America.”		Multi-media	Theater	in	Suzhou	Culture	and	Arts	Center.	China.	July	
2016	
5)		Choreographing	two	solos	for	5th	Shanghai	International	Ballet	Competition.		August	2016	
6)		“No	More	Than	Skins.”		Grant	Theater	in	Suzhou	Culture	and	Arts	Center.	China.	August	2016	
7)		“Chinese	Classical	Dance.”		Deshan	(Moral	&	Kind)	Academy.	China.	November	2016.	
Wu,	Jia	(Performing	Arts).	Award:		
“Excellent	Creation	Award.”		Shanghai	International	Arts	Festival.	Shanghai,	China.	October	2016.	
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Zepeda,	Joseph	(Integral).	Publication:		
“Exclusion	in	Descartes's	Rules	for	the	Direction	of	the	Mind:	the	emergence	of	the	real	distinction.”	
Intellectual	History	Review,	vol.	26,	issue	2	(2016),	pp.	203-219.	
Zhang,	Tina	Xiaotian	(Finance).	Grant:		
2016-2017	Saint	Mary’s	College	Faculty	Research	Grant.			
Zibello,	Deanna	(Performing	Arts).	Performances:	
1)		Scenic	Design:		Mechanics	of	Love	by	Dipika	Guha	at	Crowded	Fire	Theatre.		Thick	House.	San	
Francisco,	CA.	Feb.	22-Mar	12,	2016.	http://www.crowdedfire.org/2016-mechanics-of-love/	
2)		Scenic	Design:		The	Shipment	by	Young	Jean	Lee	at	Crowded	Fire	Theatre.		Thick	House.	San	
Francisco,	CA.	Oct.	26-Nov	15,	2016.	http://www.crowdedfire.org/2016-the-shipment/	
Zibello,	Deanna	(Performing	Arts).	Presentation:	
Mechanics	of	Love,	a	World	Premiere	play	at	Crowded	Fire	Theatre,	Scenic	Design.	United	States	
Institute	for	Theatre	Technology	(USITT)	National	Conference	Design	Expo,	March	16-19,	2016.	
	
